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T
argeted delivery and controlled re-
lease of oligonucleotide therapeutics
in vivo are essential aspects of an ideal

delivery vehicle.1 In this studywe have under-
taken the synthesis and in vitro/intracellular
characterization of silver nanoparticle (SNP)
photolabile nucleic acid conjugates, with the
aim of developing a platform for inducible
gene silencing. Due to unique size-related
properties, nanostructures are increasingly
utilized for intracellular diagnostics and deliv-
ery applications.2 The majority of current
nanoscale delivery platforms are polymeric
in composition. However, studies of metallic
nanoparticles have highlighted their suitabil-
ity for delivery of various therapeutic agents
including small molecules,3,4 antisense
oligonucleotides,5,6 and siRNAs.7,8 The po-
tential benefits of noblemetal nanoparticles
in delivery applications include tunable size
and shape, ease of bulk synthesis via “wet
chemistry” techniques,9 large surface-area-
to-volume ratios, simple covalent func-
tionalization chemistries,9 and enhanced
stability of surface-bound nucleic acids.10,11

Nanoscale silver is one of the optically-active
surface-enhancing substrates available.12,13

SNP-based single delivery platforms incorpo-
rate solutions to both intracellular detection
and external control over surface-tethered
drug release via chemical,14 photothermal,10,15

or photochemical16 triggers.
Here we report the synthesis of UV-photo-

activated SNP nanocarriers of antisense thera-
peutics which, when compared to free nucleic
acids, exhibit enhanced stability, increased re-
sistance to enzymatic degradation, enhanced
cellular uptake, and controllable restoration of
therapeutic activity upon photoactivation. Sil-
ver has not traditionally been applied in nano-
particle-based drug delivery applications,
where gold5�7 and other materials17 have
been popular, likely due to difficulty of SNP
synthesis and functionalization, reduced sta-
bilitywhen functionalizedaccording topopular
salt-aging techniques, and concerns about sil-
ver toxicity. However, clinical use of SNPs as
effective antimicrobial solutions in wound
care, as well as recent in vivo studies provid-
ing positive safety assessments for systemic
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ABSTRACT The unique photophysical properties of noble metal nanoparticles

contribute to their potential as photoactivated drug delivery vectors. Here we

demonstrate the synthesis and characterization of 60�80 nm silver nanoparticles

(SNPs) decorated with thiol-terminated photolabile DNA oligonucleotides. In vitro assays

and fluorescent confocal microscopy of treated cell cultures show efficient UV-

wavelength photoactivation of surface-tethered caged ISIS2302 antisense oligonucleo-

tides possessing internal photocleavable linkers. As a demonstration of the advantages of

these novel nanocarriers, we investigate properties including: enhanced stability to

nucleases, increased hybridization activity upon photorelease, and efficient cellular

uptake as compared to commercial transfection vectors. Their potential as multicomponent delivery agents for oligonucleotide therapeutics is shown

through regulation of ICAM-1 (Intracellular Adhesion Molecule-1) silencing. Our results suggest a means to achieve light-triggered, spatiotemporally

controlled gene silencing via nontoxic silver nanocarriers, which hold promise as tailorable platforms for nanomedicine, gene expression studies, and

genetic therapies.
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exposure, have encouraged biomedical research with
SNPs.18�21 A 2008 animal study revealed minimal
induction of secondary markers of liver damage even
in the presence of chronic oral SNP doses greater than
300 mg/kg/day for 28 days.22 Reported safety and lack
of side effects for SNPs administered at “moderate”
doses23 may lend greater confidence to the suitability
of SNPs for in vivo biomedical solutions especially
considering studies that seek to lower the threshold
of “effective” SNP doses by harnessing their large drug
payload capabilities and electromagnetic field ampli-
fying characteristics. Recent improvements in SNP
biocompatibility via surface modification, as well as
exceptional optical properties,13,24 have also improved
suitability of SNPs for drug delivery. The unique field
enhancement properties of SNPs, where the light
scattering cross section of a silver nanoparticle is
∼10 times greater than that of a similarly sized gold
nanoparticle,13 have led to increased interest in their use
as sensors,25,26 biological labels,13 and substrates for
surface-enhanced absorption, fluorescence,27 and
photochemistry.12,28 Additionally, SNPs offer higher
extinction coefficients and blue-shifted plasmon reso-
nant peaks over other metallic nanomaterials,13,24 mak-
ing them an appropriate alternative for photocontrolled
drug delivery applications and potential surface-
enhanced photochemistry of caged compounds such
as nitrobenzyl derivatives. Our SNP platform (Figure 1a)
for antisense drug delivery and spatiotemporal release
takes advantageof silver's uniquephotophysical proper-
ties for fluorescence confirmation of surface functiona-
lization, cell uptake, and activation via nitrophenylethyl
(NPE) nucleic acid linker photocleavage.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A new platform for enhanced delivery of antisense
therapeutics and photoactivated gene silencing with
in situ detection of activation could augment gene ex-
pressionanalysis, clinical antisense therapiesandthestudy
of genetic diseases. Our designed SNP-oligonucleotide
conjugates display desirable properties as gene delivery
agents: enhanced cellular uptake, increased oligonucleo-
tide stability or therapeutic lifetime, and a steric caged
effect of the nanocarrier with light-inducible activation.

SNP Synthesis. A citrate reduction SNP synthesis meth-
od was chosen due to ease of bulk synthesis within the
desired size range (60�80 nm in diameter) for maximal
field enhancement properties,29 optimal size for cellular
uptake,30 andsimple in situexchangeof the sodiumcitrate
cappingmoieties. Synthesized colloidswere characterized
via UV�vis spectroscopy to reveal a broad absorbance
spectrum centered around 420 nm (Figure 1b), character-
istic of citrate-reduced SNPs in this size-range, with a
shoulder around 345 nm attributable to multipole reso-
nance modes,13 and absorbance above 550 nm due to
aggregates or larger rod-like structures.31 Transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) images show an average

nonfunctionalized particle diameter of 68 nm (18 nm
(s.d.; Figure 1c). Inductively coupled plasma optical emis-
sion spectroscopy (ICP-OES) yielded a SNP concentration
of 66.16( 2.6 ppm, and a theoretical yield of 84 pMbased
on theapproximatemeansphericalparticlediameter from
TEM.13,24

Functionalized SNP Characterization. SNP-oligo conju-
gates were synthesized via ligand exchange of citrate
with 30 thiol-modified DNA oligonucleotides and mer-
captopropanol as an alkane spacer during a Tris salt
aging process adapted from methods for gold
nanoparticles.32 A 48 h salt aging in amine-containing
buffer reduced nonspecific oligo-particle interactions,
critical in developing stable photosensitive SNP-
conjugates. SNP-tethered oligonucleotides (SNP-TYE-
NPE(1n)-oligo) were synthesized with a distal TYE563
fluorophore and an internal nitrobenzyl photocleava-
ble linker (NPE) located at a distance of one nucleotide
(1n) from the proximal alkane thiol modification. When
exposed to UV light, the NPE linker initiates disengage-
ment of a functional 20-mer antisense oligonucleotide
from the protected nanoparticle surface (schematic (a)
in Figure 1). An incorporated 10-mer thymine linker
enhanced ligand packing on the SNP surface. Physio-
chemical characteristicsofSNP-oligoconjugates, including

Figure 1. Concept and characterization of SNPs and SNP-
oligo conjugates. (a) Schematic of caged oligonucleotide-
functionalized SNPs (oligo-SNPs). (b) Normalized absor-
bance spectra for SNPs and oligo-SNPs. (c) TEM images of
SNP and (d) oligo-SNPs. (e) Fluorimetry scans of SNPs vs
oligo-SNPs with TYE563 fluorophore conjugates, excited at
420 nm and 520 nm. Black lines represent 420 nm excited
spectra (represented on the left axis); red lines represent
520 nm excited spectra (represented on the right axis).
Spectra were normalized on the maximum signal obtained
from 420 nm excitation. Inset pictures demonstrate SNP vs
oligo-SNPs.
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oligonucleotide coverage, stability, and surface properties,
were analyzed via UV�visible spectroscopy, TEM, and
fluorescence-based analysis techniques.

UV�visible spectroscopy serves to probe changes in
the local dielectric environment and resulting changes
in surface plasmon resonance (SPR) spectra that occur
upon absorption of ligands12,33 as described by Mie
Theory.34 Salt aging ligand functionalization of the SNP
surface results in dampingof SPRpeak intensity and red-
shifting of the resonance peak.33 These phenomena
were observed in our synthesized SNP-oligo conjugates,
with slight red-shifting evidence of ligand attachment
(Figure 1b). SNP-conjugates remained stable during
subsequent treatments including centrifugation, re-
suspension, UV-light exposure, and cellular delivery.

TEM analysis of citrate stabilized and oligonucleo-
tide functionalized SNPs (Figure 1c,d) reveal an aver-
age citrate stabilized SNP diameter of 68( 18 nm (s.d.),
and an average SNP-oligo conjugate diameter of 74(
21 nm (s.d.), based on image analysis (n = 50, P > 0.05).
The average SNP-Thiol-oligo conjugate diameter was
confirmed via dynamic light scattering (DLS) (Z aver-
age diameter = 75.95 nm, PdI = 0.241). SNP morpho-
logies were varied with a predominance of spherical or
spheroidal particles, characteristic of citrate ion reduc-
tion methods.35 SNP-thiol oligo conjugates in Figure 1d
and inset show surrounding regions of reduced density,
possibly fromadsorbedoligonucleotides and associated
salts. TEM sample preparation and imaging may have
affected these tethered oligonucleotide layers.

Spectra of citrate stabilized SNPs and purified SNP-
TYE-NPE(1n)-oligo conjugates (Figure 1e) reveal broad
scattering signals when excited at 420 nm. An excita-
tion line at 420 nmwas chosen for proximity to the SNP
SPR absorbance peak. While there is a curve shown for
citrate stabilized SNP illuminated at 420 nm, it is not
different than the signal from TYE-SNP (as the TYE fluoro-
phore is not efficiently excited at 420 nm). Emission
spectra (excitation 520 nm) indicate TYE563-labeled oli-
gonucleotide attachment to SNP surfaces in functiona-
lized samples. The signal from these samples under
constant illumination at 420 nm or 520 nm is likely
scattering from the SNP and fluorescence of the TYE
fluorophore (as shown distinctly different in citrate stabi-
lized and TYE-SNP samples).

DNA Coverage Quantification. Oligonucleotide cover-
age on the nanoparticle surface is important in deter-
mining conjugate stability, efficiency of therapeutic
delivery, and availability of attached oligonucleotides
for hybridization.36 Loading density is impacted by salt
concentration, oligonucleotide sequence, monolayer
composition, and particle properties, including size
and radius of curvature.37,38 A fluorescence-based meth-
od for quantifying surface coverage, similar to that used
by Demers et al.,39 yields an SNP-TYE-NPE(1n)-oligo
coverage density of 7.56((2) � 1012 oligonucleotides/
cm2, with a ligand footprint38 of 13.2 ( 2 nm2.

These values, calculated for 68 nm diameter SNPs and
a surface coverage ratio of 855:1 oligonucleotides per
particle, are comparable to those reported previously
for DNA-functionalized gold nanoparticles of similar
dimensions (reported coverage and footprint for 60 nm
gold particles 7.8((1)1012 oligos/cm2 and 13 ( 2 nm2,
respectively) using PBS-buffer based salt aging
processes.38 Complete oligonucleotide removal with
DTT resulted in particle aggregation and red-shifting
of SPR spectra, typical of ligand desorption.39

In Vitro Hybridization Activity. In vitro hybridization
studies indicate a steric-caged phenomenon for SNP-
tethered oligonucleotides. Attachment to the SNP sur-
face prevents oligo-target hybridization until photo-
release is initiated. A molecular beacon (MB) was used to
compare hybridization activity between SNP-oligo con-
jugates and oligonucleotides displaced from SNPs with
DTT. Increases in FITC beacon fluorescence, with conco-
mitantquenchingof TYE563-labeledoligonucleotide fluo-
rescence, indicates an increase in hybridization following
chemical release of oligonucleotides from the SNP surface
(Figure2-Ia). Followingchemical releaseof ligand, solution
fluorescencemeasurementswere taken in the absence of
nanoparticles to reducesignal interference. These solution
measurements were confirmed by gel electrophoresis
(Figure 2-Ib), and similar results were obtained following
light triggered release. In this case, the SNP serves as
a bulky caging group, inactivating the attached nucleic
acid until photoactivation restores hybridization.

In Vitro Protection from Nuclease Degradation. SNP-teth-
ered TYE563-labeled oligonucleotides were effectively
protected from DNase I nuclease action (Figure 2-IIa,
top), confirming a previously observed phenomenon
with gold nanoparticles.11 Similarly treated free-solution
TYE563-labeled oligonucleotide samples suffered sig-
nificant nuclease degradation over the course of 15min
(Figure 2-IIb, top). TYE fluorescence measurements of
aspirated solution following centrifugation of DNase I
treated SNP-oligo conjugates also confirmed minimal
nuclease degradation from nanoparticle surfaces (data
not shown). Digestion of these and other similarly
tethered oligonucleotide complexes with serum and
specific intracellular nucleases (e.g., DNase II)40 is a
worthwhile follow-on endeavor, particularly considering
that their endo/lysosomal trafficking has not been
thoroughly studied.

In Vitro Photorelease and Photorelease Efficiency. The
release of oligonucleotides with internal NPE linkers
from the surface of SNPs was achieved at irradiation
wavelengths of 302 nm and 365 nm. UV�vis spectra
weremonitored throughout functionalization, UV-light
exposure, and chemical (DTT) mediated release of
oligonucleotides (Figure 3a). Slight red-shifting in the
photoexposed samplemay be attributed to slight particle
aggregation,mediatedby joule heatingor reducedDebye
shielding. Exaggerated SPR red-shifting in DTT-treated
samples was observed as expected and attributed to
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aggregation following ligand desorption. Minimal aggre-
gation in photoexposed samples is important in the de-
sign of the construct, as the 1-mer nucleotide groups
remaining on the surface help prevent aggregation,

similar to the stabilizingeffects of polyelectrolyteson small
SNPs previously reported.41 The NPE group also remains
on the SNP following photocleavage, preventing free
intracellular nitrosoketonephotoproducts seenwithmany
nitrobenzyl-caged compounds, which have been shown
to damage cellular systems.36 Fluorescence data for
photoreleased TYE563-labeled oligonucleotide ligands
demonstrate effective purification (sample 2) and
photocleavage (sample 3) of oligonucleotides from
SNP-oligo conjugates (Figure 3b).

The maximum yields of photoconversion at both
low (302 nm) and high (365 nm) wavelength ranges
reached 50�60% of total ligand, based upon compar-
ison of photoreleased TYE563-labeled oligonucleotide
fluorescence intensity with chemically released ligand.
Light dose responseplots reveal anexpectedprogression
of photoconversionwith increasing dose for nitrophenyl-
ethyl-containing oligonucleotides (Figure 3c). Calculated
functional quantum yields (φfn)

42 of SNP-tethered NPE
linkers, with a particle-to-NPE-linker distance of 2�3 nm,
were φfn320nm = 0.16 and 0.04 at irradiation wavelengths
of 320 and 365 nm, respectively. These values are com-
parable to reported functional quantum yields of caged
nucleic acids.43 Extinction coefficients were calculated
based on absorbance spectroscopy of internal NPE link-
ers (ε320nm = 3520 M�1 cm�2; ε365nm = 3520 M�1 cm�2).
This functional quantum (φfn) yield was chosen for
evaluating SNP-oligonucleotide activation as a measure
of total ligand release and not merely NPE cleavage as
seen with traditional quantum yields of small caged
molecules. It is important to distinguish that a single
NPE group is sufficient to transiently tether and thus
block bioactivity of the oligonucleotide in this design,
which is deemed to be superior to traditional caged
oligonucleotide approaches, where several photocage
moieties are necessary to block hybridization and thus
require greater doses of light for photoactivation.42 Pre-
liminary studies of particle-to-NPE-linker distances indi-
cate higher quantum yields at distances of 2�3 nm,

Figure 2. Activity of particle-bound vs released oligonu-
cleotide ligands. (I) Hybridization data. (a) Graph of solution
fluorescence data for FAM-labeled molecular beacon (MB)
andTYE563-labeled thiol-modifiedoligonucleotide. Sample
1, hybridization of a complementary MB to particle-bound
oligonucleotide; sample 2, hybridization of a complemen-
tary MB to particle-released oligonucleotide, as measured
by open-beacon FAM fluorescence and TYE quenching by
the beacon's BHQ1. Error bars represent standard deviation
of duplicate samples. (b) Gel electrophoresis run of samples
1 and 2. (II) DNase I digestion assay of particle-bound vs
solution-phase oligonucleotides. (top) Gel electrophoresis
runs of (b) nuclease digested solution-phase samples and
(a) post-treatment-DTT-removed particle-bound samples
at 0, 5, and 15 min nuclease treatment times. (bottom)
Schematic of DNase I activity on (b) solution-phase and (a)
particle-bound oligonucleotide.

Figure 3. Photorelease from SNP surfaces. (a) Normalized absorbance spectra for nonfunctionalized silver nanoparticles
(SNP), purified photosensitive SNP-oligo conjugates (Fluor SNP Purified), light-irradiated SNP-oligo conjugates (Fluor SNP
Flash), and SNPs following DTT-mediated removal of surface oligonucleotides (Fluor SNP DTT). (b) Graph fluorescence
intensity for TYE-labeled oligonucleotide removed fromnanoparticle surfaces via (1 and 2) centrifugation, (3) flashing, and (4)
DTT treatment. Error bars represent standard deviation offluorimeter readings for each sample. Inset: Gel electrophoresis run
of samples 1�4. (c) Photorelease profiles of TYE-NPE(1n)-oligo from SNP-oligo conjugate surface at 320 nm (5.2mW/cm2) and
365 nm (206 mW/cm2), in units of percent conversion to released state from SNP-tethered state of photolabile oligonucleo-
tides. Curves represent exponential rise-to-max trendlines for experimental data.
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compared to 5�6 nm from the silver surface (Supporting
Information, Supplementary Figure 7, Supplementary
Table 1). Future distance-dependent studies are neces-
sary for optimization of surface photochemistry and
photorelease.

Confocal Microscopy Analysis of SNP-Conjugate Delivery and
Photorelease Profile. Fluorescence confocal imaging of
HeLa cell cultures confirmed SNP-oligo conjugate in-
tracellular delivery, ligand photorelease, subcellular
localization, and photoactivated antisense activity.
Confocal images indicate intracellular delivery of
SNP-oligonucleotide conjugates and photorelease of
oligonucleotides in situ. Delivery of SNP-oligo conju-
gates to the intracellular environment was achieved
without the use of chemical transfection vectors tradi-
tionally required (Figure 4, image series 3 vs series 4).
Reflectance mode images of SNPs were acquired
by epi-illumination, permitting facile detection of SNP
within cells. Localization of SNP-oligo conjugates in
the intracellular space was assessed via 3-dimensional
reconstruction of thin-slice image stacks (Supporting
Information, Supplementary Figures 4 and 5). Flow
cytometric analysis was also used to confirm SNP-oligo
conjugate uptake in HeLa cells, where large increases
in fluorescence are observed in cells containing the
conjugates (Supporting Information, Supplementary
Figure 11). Gating on the fluorescence of the TYE665
fluorophore used in the SNP-oligo conjugates for these
studies, an average of 98.44% of cells treated with a

1� dose indicated positive uptake. Staining SNP-
treated cells with LysoTracker probes of both dark
and photoexposed samples did not show complete
colocalization of these signals that would be indicative
of sole lysosomal entrapment (Supporting Information,
Supplementary Figure 8). Overlay of particle scattering
at 488 nm with TYE-labeled oligonucleotide fluores-
cence indicates colocalization of oligonucleotides
with SNPs in the absence of UV-light exposure
(Figure 4 image 3c). Citrate stabilized SNPs were also
transported to the cytosol, suggesting transmembrane
internalization based primarily on the particle proper-
ties (size, morphology, charge; Figure 4, images 2a, 2c).
Citrate stabilized and functionalized SNPs were
found to reside primarily in the cytosolic environ-
ment, the ideal localization in mRNA-targeting anti-
sense applications.

Intracellular redistribution of labeled oligonucleo-
tides upon photoexposure of SNP-oligo conjugates was
also demonstrated via confocal microscopy (Figure 5). In
all nonexposed samples, TYE-labeled oligonucleotide
fluorescence colocalized with SNP scattering (Figure 5,
image series 1), in a punctuate pattern within the cell
(schematic I in Figure 5). Colocalization of TYE563 and
silver scattering indicates that conjugates are stable and
remain intact after 16�24 h within the intracellular
environment. However, upon UV-irradiation of cells trea-
ted with photolabile SNP-oligo conjugates, a diffusion of
oligonucleotide fluorescence (Figure 5, images 2b, 3b)

Figure 4. SNP-TYE-NPE(1n)-oligo delivery to HeLa cells. (1) Control vs (2) SNP treated vs (3) SNP-TYE-NPE(1n)-oligo conjugate
treated vs (4) phosphodiester TYE-oligo treated HeLa cells. Images depict (a) silver particle scattering (488/520 nm), (b) TYE
fluorescence (549/563 nm), (c) fluorescence overlay, and (d) brightfield views. SNPs exhibit a wide range of scattering,
explaining appearance of faint silver signal in the TYE563 channel (see image 2b).
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Figure 5. Photoreleased SNP-TYE-NPE(1n)-oligo. I. Schematic of intracellular (a) particle-bound oligonucleotide ligand vs (b)
photoreleased ligand. II. (1) Nonreleased vs (2) photoreleased SNP-TYE-NPE(1n)-oligo conjugates samples. Images depict (a)
particle scattering (488/488 nm), (b) TYE fluorescence (549/563 nm), (c) overlay, and (d) brightfield views. Particle signals are
false-colored in blue for ease of visualization of overlay regions in red.

Figure 6. Antisense activity of photoactivated SNP-TYE-NPE(1n)-oligo conjugates. (a) CD54-expressing HeLa cells (1) without
antisense treatment are compared to SNP-oligo conjugate treated cells in both (2) nonactivated and (3, 4) photoactivated
cases. (5) TurboFect (TF) transfected TYE-oligo treated HeLa cells are used as a control case. Images depict (a) silver particle
scattering (488/488 nm), (b) TYE fluorescence (549/563 nm), (c) APC-conjugated antihuman CD54 fluorescence (633/680), (d)
overlay, and (e) brightfield views. SNPs exhibit a wide range of scattering, explaining appearance of faint silver signal in the
TYE563 channel (see image 2b). Overlay regions are magenta (SNP scattering plus TYE emission) and white (SNP, TYE, plus
APC emission). (b) Cell periphery fluorescence line scans of cells in representative images for APC-antibody labeling
intensities. Errors are standard deviation of themean, and significancewas determined using Student's t test (*P < 0.01; n> 3).
P value for sample 2 vs sample 3: 0.0002; P value for sample 4 vs sample 5: 0.006.
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reflects release of functional oligonucleotides from
particle surfaces and increased availability of these
for binding to mRNA targets within the cytosol.
These data agree with other reports of metallic NP
assisted, light-induced payload release within the
cytosol of living cells.44�47 Unique in this application
is, to our knowledge, the first demonstration of
phototriggered chemical dissociation of nucleic acids
in the intracellular space. Sequestration of oligonu-
cleotides within the nucleus, often observed for cells
treated via commercially available lipid or polymer
transfection agents, was not observed for the SNP-
oligo conjugates.

Antisense Activity of SNP-Oligo Conjugates. Confocal mi-
croscopy results demonstrate the successful delivery
and photocaged effect of SNP carriers for antisense
DNA oligonucleotides. SNP-bound ISIS2302 anti-
sense oligonucleotides, which target ICAM-1(CD54)
mRNA, decreased the expression level of CD54 upon
photoactivation (Figure 6). Successful knockdown, evi-
denced by reduced membrane labeling of antihuman
CD54 antibody, is apparent when comparing nonexposed
(Figure 6a, images 2c,d) and exposed (Figure 6a, images 3c,
d, 4c,d) SNP-oligo treated cells. Similar to results from
Figure 5, photoreleased TYE-oligo can be seen as diffuse
cytosolic fluorescence, noting that it canbedifferentiated
from cell periphery antibody staining (Figure 6a, images
3d, 4d). It is important to note that the appearance of
broadly scattering nanoparticles in the APC-labeled anti-
body emission images can be differentiated from mem-
brane antibody staining due to differences in localization.
Citrate-stabilized SNPs at similar concentrations have no
effect on CD54 expression in both UV-exposed and
nonexposed conditions (data not shown). Free solution
phosphodiester TYE-oligo was used as an antisense
control, loaded at higher concentrations via TurboFect
polymer transfection agent and showing strong knock-
down activity (Figure 6a, images 5a�e). Comparing the
location of these polymer-complexed TYE-oligonucleo-
tides versus SNP-oligo conjugates revealed less nuclear
entrapment of SNP-oligos, suggesting greater potential
formRNA interactions in the intended cytosolic compart-
ment via APC-antibody labeling was quantified via fluo-
rescence line scans (Leica Software) on cell peripheries,
similar to methods reported elsewhere.48 Average anti-
body fluorescence over periphery line scans indicate
significant increase in SNP-oligo antisense activity upon
photoactivation (Figure 6b, graph). There was no
significant difference between average antibody stain-
ing intensities in control and nonexposed SNP-oligo
cases, indicating no leak in antisense activity in the
noninduced state. Additionally, there was no effect of
these 365 nm light doses on HeLa viability, morphol-
ogy or CD54 expression (Supporting Information, Sup-
plementary Figure 6; UVA photoeffects on HeLa cells
from this source also detailed inref 49). Similarly,
there were no effects of SNPs on HeLa cell viability

(Supporting Information, Supplementary Figure 8),
and only minimal decreases in cell viability were
observed at 10- and 50-fold doses above those used
in the antisense activity experiments.

CONCLUSIONS

We have demonstrated the facile synthesis and
functionalization of ∼60 nm (average diameter) silver
nanoparticles with thiol-capped nitrophenylethyl (NPE)
linker-containing oligonucleotides, and their intracellu-
lar characterization as photoactivated nanocarriers of
antisense therapeutics. Previous reports of photore-
sponsive metal nanoparticles note evidence that a
nanoscale metal core may deactivate excited states of
photoactive units near a plasmon resonant surface.50

However, the photochemistry of the internal NPE
linker in this system was fully functional 2�3 nm from
SNP surfaces. The enhancement factor of absorption,
fluorescence, or photoconversion at or near a silver
surface will depend on particle shape and size, as
well as the distance of the photoactive molecule from
the particle surface.51 SNPs with ∼50 nm diameters
have shown the greatest intensity of local fields and
surface enhanced fluorescence.29 There are additional
methods of metallic NP synthesis and functionalization
at high concentration, which could provide better mor-
phological control and higher colloidal stability.19,52�54

Many of thesemethods of synthesis could be utilized to
then form oligo-NP conjugates for use in photoactiva-
tion, asdemonstratedherein. Future studies are planned
to explore the modulation of photocleavage by tuned
localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) in these
versus NPs of other composition (e.g., gold44,46,47).
Quenching of photochemical processes can occur in

molecules directly adsorbed or tethered towithin 1 nm
of the metal surface, where the energy transfer from
the excited molecule to the metal surface competes
with the accumulation of energy by the molecule.55

Thus, an important consideration in these studies was
the tethered distance of the NPE linker, to strike a
compromise between photochemistry enhancement
and nonradiative damping56 or quenching processes.
A separation of ∼2�3 nm was appropriate for release
of SNP-tethered oligonucleotide therapeutics using
UV-light exposure doses unharmful to cell cultures.
No more light was required for photorelease of oligo-
nucleotides from SNPs than for photocleavage of the
same oligonucleotides in solution. Distance-dependent
photoreactivity of SNP-tethered linkers could be
further elucidated through investigation of various
particle-to-NPE-linker distances to determine optimal
conjugate design for photoactivation. Optimal dis-
tances for surface-enhanced photochemistry will de-
pend on compound reaction rates and nonradiative
decay rates to the metal surface,28 orientation of
photoactive compounds to the surface,57 and particle
size and morphology.58 However, favorable distances
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will theoretically residewithin a range proportionate to
the substrate particle radius due to significant decay of
near-field enhancements beyond this range.
The broad range of SNP optical properties was

utilized for confirmation of SNP-antisense conjugate
delivery and intracellular drug release. This platform
provided nuclease resistance of tethered antisense
oligonucleotides and enhanced their cellular uptake
and intracellular diffusion upon photorelease. Impor-
tantly, delivery of SNP-oligos was accomplished with-
out the need for additional transfection vectors.
Efficiency of SNP-mediated delivery of antisense oligo-
nucleotides to the intracellular environment was com-
parable to a commercial polyethylenimine-based
transfection agent, considering factors including
amount, rate, and distribution of oligonucleotide de-
livery, as well as post-transfection cell health. These
results corroborate previous studies demonstrating
enhanced delivery of gold oligonucleotide conjugates
based on dense surface charge, associated salt, and
adsorbed proteins in serum media;6 with SNPs adding
photoactivation and more pronounced particle track-
ing capabilities.
The light-induced cytosolic redistribution of SNP

delivered oligonucleotides indicates augmented avail-
ability of oligonucleotide for hybridization to mRNA
targets. This was confirmed by the antisense activity
of photoactivated SNP-ISIS2302-oligonucleotide con-
jugates against Intracellular Adhesion Molecule-1
(ICAM-1). ICAM-1 is targeted in inflammation disorders
such as Crohn's disease, and antisense treatment of
its overexpression has been conducted clinically using
the ISIS2302 sequence.59 Our assays demonstrated,
in addition to successful delivery and release, a caged
phenomenon for antisense oligonucleotides attached

to SNP surfaces in the absence of external phototrig-
gers, which can restore their therapeutic activity. With
the advancement of new controlled targeting and
release agents, a prized goal in nanomedicine,60

an SNP caging system permitting photocontrolled,
spatiotemporal gene silencing holds promise as an
alternative or supplement to existing drug delivery
platforms. To date, caged oligonucleotides have been
used in the laboratory to control gene expression in
zebrafish for developmental studies,61�64 precisely
apply gradients of gene silencing,65 or better under-
stand and create synthetic genetic circuits,66 but could
one day be uniquely suited for optically accessible
clinical applications in dentistry, opthamology, der-
matology, and pulmonary cases (reviewed in ref 36).
While the small penetration depth of photoactivat-
ing UVA wavelengths will not likely permit deep
tissue targeting without direct fiber delivery ap-
proaches (as demonstrated in ref 67), doses can be
optimized to achieve photoactivation in vitro49 and
in vivo68 without significant biological damage. The
SNP caging platform demonstrated here could be
adapted for use in many of the aforementioned labora-
tory and clinical applications, and is a step toward light-
sensitive intelligent delivery systems69 with improved
pharmacokinetic properties and precisely controlled
activity in vivo.
With future studies, we hope to further character-

ize the effect of SNP field-enhancement on linker
photochemistry with the aim to increase φfn and
increase photoactivation wavelengths. Additional
future work includes investigating SNP-conjugate
systems with increased protection and photoactivated
antisense activity against a variety of gene targets
in vivo.

METHODS

SNP Synthesis Functionalization. Silver nitrate (SigmaUltra
>99%) and sodium citrate were purchased from Sigma Aldrich
(St. Louis, MO). Other materials for SNP synthesis included PTFE
coated stir-bars (VWR, West Chester, PA), 100 mL glass syringes
(KD scientific, Holliston, MA), and SNP synthesis-reserved glass-
ware (Fisher Scientific, Pittsburgh, PA). Silver surfaces were
functionalized with custom thiol-modified oligonucleotides
ordered from Integrated DNA Technologies (IDT, Coralville, IA).
A 2 M Tris-NaCl buffer (pH 8.0) wasmade up from Biotechnology
grade Tris (Amresco Inc., Solon, OH) and sodium chloride
(Fischer Scientific, Pittsburgh, PA). Dithiothreitol (1 M aqueous)
purchased from Sigma (St. Louis, MO) was employed for
DTT-mediated oligonucleotide removal from SNP surfaces.

SNP Synthesis. Citrate-reduced silver colloid was prepared
according to a modified Lee and Meisel method.70 Silver nitrate
(90 mg) was suspended in distilled water (500 mL) and heated
rapidly to boiling (95�100 �C) under continuous stirring.
Upon boiling, a 1.0% solution of sodium citrate (10 mL) was
added dropwise with a syringe-pump automated flow rate
(0.5 mL/min), while solution color progression from pale yellow
to dark green signified formation of silver colloid. The solution
was allowed to boil for the duration of citrate addition, plus
10 min following addition, to ensure complete reduction of

silver nitrate. The colloid was allowed to cool to room tempera-
ture prior to characterization via visible absorption spectro-
scopy and transmission electron microscopy (TEM). Once
synthesized, the colloid was stable for 2�3 weeks at 4 �C.

Design of SNP-Conjugate Oligonucleotides. The photolabile oligo-
nucleotides for conjugation to SNP surfaceswere designed in such
amanner as to optimize surface coverage, SNP-conjugate stability,
and surface-enhancement of photochemical processes, including
fluorescence detection and photolysis of the nitrophenylethyl
(NPE) internal photocleavable linker. A 10mer thymine linker was
incorporated into the30 thiol-modifiedoligonucleotides inorder to
enhanceparticle surface coveragedue to the fact that thyminehas
been previously shown to have the least affinity formetal surfaces
of the four available nucleotides,71 thus, reducing nonspecific
oligo-metal interactions. Spacer thiols have also been shown to
reduce the nonspecific adsorption of nucleic acids onto metal
particle surfaces36 by competing for surface attachment sites, thus,
an alkane spacer thiol (mercaptopropanol) has been incorporated
which adsorbs to the metal surface concurrently with the target
oligonucleotide.

The particle-bound oligonucleotides (Supporting Informa-
tion, Supplementary Figure 1) have as their base the ISIS2302
sequence, which is an established antisense sequence against
ICAM-1 (CD54).59 This system served as a proof of concept in
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studies on SNP-mediated antisense drug delivery and con-
trolled release. A simple thiol-modified ISIS2302 sequence
oligonucleotide (Supporting Information, 1a in Supplementary
Figure 1) was used as a control for immobilization of nucleic acid
onto silver surfaces and characterization of surface coverage.
A TYE(563) fluorophore-labeled oligonucleotide was designed
for fluorescence detection of oligonucleotide in solution and
attached to SNPs. The excitation/emission (549/563 nm) proper-
ties and particle-fluor spacing (10�12 nm based on a 30mer
separating oligonucleotide sequence) were chosen tominimize
overlap with intrinsic SNP fluorescent properties in the SPR
region and quenching by the silver surface. Of the two oligo-
nucleotides studied for photocleavage analysis, the photoclea-
vable group in the TYE-NPE(1n)-oligo (Supporting Information,
2a in Supplementary Figure 1) is spaced from the particle
surface by a three carbon alkane thiol linker plus one thymine
nucleotide, while the photocleavable group in the NPE(10n)-
oligo (Supporting Information, 2b in Supplementary Figure 1) is
spaced from the particle by the three carbon alkane thiol plus a
thymine linker sequence of 10 nucleotides. The thiol linker is
estimated to have a linear length <1 nm, based on reported
C�C, C�S, and S�Ag bond lengths,72 and the nitrobenzyl linker
an estimated linear length slightly greater than 1 nm based on
traditional bond lengths. Oligonucleotide length is estimated
based on a 0.3�0.35 nm/base unit length.73 This leads
to particle-to-photolabile linker distances for the SNP-TYE-
NPE(1n)-oligo conjugates and SNP-NPE(10n)-oligo conjugates
of 2�3 and 5�6 nm, respectively. The different particle
to photocleavable group spacing distances will serve to
help evaluate distance-dependent influences of silver surface
plasmon resonance on the NPE photochemical reaction.

SNP Functionalization. Silver nanoparticles were functionalized
via a modified “salt-aging” technique. Custom thiol-modified
TYE563-labeled oligonucleotides (Integrated DNA Technologies,
Inc.) were mixed with silver colloid at a oligo-to-particle stoichi-
ometry of 5000:1 and left to incubateat 37 �Cunder gentle rocking
conditions to favor initial oligonucleotide. Following a 24 h
incubation period, a 48 h Tris-buffer based salt-aging process
was commenced during which the SNP-oligo conjugate solution
was first rapidly adjusted to 1% SDS and 25mMphosphate buffer,
and subsequently slowly (4� 10 μL aliquot additions of a 1 M
Tris-NaCl buffer per 24 h) adjusted to 80 mM NaCl and 80 mM
Tris buffer (pH 8.0) concentration. Functionalized nanoparticles
were purified via centrifugation (3� 7000 rpm) and resuspended
in a modified buffer (1% SDS, 50 mM Tris-NaCl) prior to experi-
mental analysis.

Citrate Stabilized and Functionalized SNP Characterization. For
UV�visible and fluorescence spectroscopic characterization,
citrate and oligonucleotide functionalized SNPs were diluted
to appropriate concentrations in DI water. Diluted samples were
analyzed for absorption properties in a wavelength range scan
(200�700 nm), and for single excitation (420 nm and 520 nm),
multiple emission fluorescence properties using a PE LSB-50
spectrofluorimeter. Spectra were normalized to maximum SPR
absorption and particle scattering or fluorescence signals.

For TEM characterization, 5 μL of SNP solution and 5 μL of
SNP-Thiol-oligo conjugate (with no NPE photolabile linker)
solution were pipetted on carbon/copper 20�30 nm grids
(EMS, Hatfield, PA), air-dried, and visualized with JEOL 100CX.
MetaVue image analysis (Universal Imaging Corporation, West
Chester, PA) was employed to determine particle counts and
average particle size from TEM images.

DNA Coverage Quantification. DNA coverage on functionalized
SNP-TYE-NPE(1n)-oligo conjugates was quantified via fluorescence-
based measurements and confirmed via gel electrophoresis of
particle-releasedoligonucleotide samples. FollowingSNP-conjugate
functionalization andpurification via centrifugation (3� 7000 rpm),
1% dithiothreitol (DTT) was added to SNP-oligo solutions and
allowed to shake at 37 �C for 10�15 min. Following an additional
purification step to removeDTT-releasedoligonucleotide fromsilver
colloid (1 � 7000 rpm), released oligonucleotide-supernatant was
analyzed via fluorimetry with excitation/emission lines set at 549/
563 nm (TYE fluorescence spectra, Integrated DNA Technologies,
Coralville, IA) on a PE LSB-50 spectrofluorimeter. A TYE-oligo
fluorescence calibration curve was used to indirectly quantify

TYE-oligo coverage on SNP surfaces based on solution mea-
surements (Supporting Information, Supplementary Figure 3).
The SNPs were quantified using inductively coupled plasma
optical emission spectroscopy (ICP-OES). The SNP pellet was
resuspended in 1 mL DI water, incubated with 1 mL nitric acid,
transferred to weighed ICP vials, agitated for 2.5 h, and diluted
to a final volume of 10 mL with acidified water. The final vials
were weighed and the diluted samples analyzed with Varian
Vista MPX (Palo Alto, CA).

In Vitro Hybridization Activity. Hybridization activity studies
were carried out following SNP functionalization and conjugate
purification. A FAM-BHQ molecular beacon with a sequence
complementary to the ISIS2302 sequence of the oligonucleo-
tide ligands was hybridized to both SNP-bound and SNP-released
oligonucleotide samples (see hybridization assay schematic in
Supporting Information, Supplementary Figure 2). Hybridization
conditions were 30min at 60 �C followed by 15min at 4 �C. These
conditions were chosen based on a TM of 40.7 �C for the highest
energy hairpin folding structure of the molecular beacon (IDT
SciTools mFold, Coralville, IA). Releasing conditions included both
UV-light exposure and 1% DTT treatment. Oligonucleotide and
oligonucleotide-beacon duplex samples were purified and re-
moved from silver nanoparticle surfaces prior to fluorescence
analysis via fluorimetry with excitation/emission lines set at 549/
563 nm for TYE-fluorescence and 480/520 nm for FAM-fluores-
cence. For SNP-bound samples, FAM-BHQ molecular beacon was
added to 500μLof SNP-oligo conjugates at a final concentrationof
0.6 μM (0.3 nmoles). Following hybridization, free molecular
beacon was removed via centrifugation (1 � 7000 rpm), and
oligonucleotide and duplex ligands were removed from particle
surfaces viaDTT treatment (1� 7000 rpm) for fluorescence andgel
analysis. For SNP-released samples, oligonucleotide was removed
via DTT after which FAM-BHQ molecular beacon was added,
hybridized, and purified from SNP surfaces (1� 7000 rpm) similar
to above. Fluorescence and gel analysis provided comparison of
ssDNA vs DNA-beacon duplex in both SNP-bound and SNP-
released cases. A solution hybridization control was run via gel
electrophoresis (0.15 nmoles FAM-BHQ molecular beacon,
0.05 nmoles TYE-oligo) to confirm gel results of experimental
samples. All samples were desalted via spin columns (3 kDa
Amicon Ultra filters, Millipore, Billerica, MA) and dried via vacuum
centrifuge to a final volume of <10 μL for final gel preparation.
Samples were analyzed viaUV-gel electrophoresis and Sybr Green
staining (Invitrogen Corporation, Carlsbad, CA).

In Vitro Protection from Nuclease Activity. Protection of SNP-
bound oligonucleotides fromnuclease activity was investigated
via a DNase I digestion assay on free solution DNA and surface-
bound DNA alike. 1 mL of prepared SNP-TYE-NPE(1n)-oligo
conjugate was purified via centrifugation (2 � 7000 rpm) and
resuspended in 500 mL of 1� DNase I NEB buffer (New England
BioLabs, Ipswich, MA). Free solution TYE-labeled oligonucleo-
tide (1.5 μg) was also suspended in 500 mL of 1� DNase I NEB
buffer prior to DNase I digestion. 4U of DNase I (stock concen-
tration 2U/ml) was added to sample solutions and incubated at
37 �C for intervals of 5 and 15min. Following digestion intervals,
DNase stop buffer (0.5 M EDTA) was added to each sample to a
final concentration of 5 mM. SNP-TYE-NPE(1n)-oligo conjugates
were purified via centrifugation (1� 7000 rpm) followed by 1%
DTT-mediated removal of DNA as described previously. Free
solution and particle-bound DNA samples were desalted via spin
columns (3 kDa Amicon Ultra filters, Millipore, Billerica, MA) and
dried via vacuum centrifuge to a final volume of <10 μL. Samples
were analyzed via gel electrophoresis and fluorescent-gel imag-
ing (Typhoon 8600, GE Healthcare Life Sciences, Piscataway, NJ).

In Vitro Photorelease Efficiency. Proof of photolabile oligonu-
cleotide release from particle surfaces was demonstrated via
solution fluorescence and fluorescent gel electrophoresis
mediated detection of TYE-labeled nucleic acid ligands. A total
of 1 mL of prepared SNP-TYE-NPE(1n)-oligo conjugates were
loaded in a demountable quartz cuvette chamber (5 mm path
length, 49-Q-5, Starna Cells Inc., Atascadero, CA) and irradiated at
320 nmwith a UVP-Transilluminator with a fluence of 5.2mW/cm2

or at 365 nm with a GreenSpot system (American Ultraviolet,
Lebanon, IN), which incorporates a 100 watt, pressurized mercury
lampwith5� 1000mm2 light guide, andproduces apeak spectral
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output at 365 nm (American Ultraviolet, Lebanon, IN). The lamp
has a fluence of 206 mW/cm2 with the short bandpass (1.5 mm
thick, 2.4 mm diameter SWP-2502U-400, Lambda Research
Optics, CA) and IR filters (818-ST-UV detector, Newport Corpora-
tion, Irvine, CA) in place.49 Released oligonucleotideswere purified
via centrifugation (1� 7000 rpm) from SNP substrates in order to
conduct fluorimetry and fluorescent gel electrophoresis (Typhoon
8600, Excitation laser: 532 nm, Emission filter: 560LP) analysis.
Extinction coefficient values for the internal NPE linker were
calculated according to absorption values found by absorption
spectroscopy of TYE-NPE(1n)-oligonucleotide with an incorpo-
rated NPE photocleavable linker.

Cell Culture. HeLa cells (human epithelial carcinoma cells,
American Type Culture Collection) were maintained in 25 cm2

flasks (BD Falcon, Franklin Lakes, NJ) with 5 mL of Dulbecco's
modified Eagle's medium-reduced serum (DMEM-RS, Hyclone
Thermo Scientific, Logan, UT) supplemented with 3% fetal
bovine serum (FBS, Hyclone Thermo Scientific, Logan, UT) and
incubated at 37 �C in a humidified atmosphere containing 5%
CO2. Opti-MEM (OM, Invitrogen Corporation, Carlsbad, CA) is a
reduced protein nonphenol-red medium which was used for
imaging purposes.

Confocal Microscopy Analysis of SNP-Conjugate Delivery, Subcellular
Localization, Photorelease Profile. Confocal microscopy was used to
monitor SNP-oligo conjugate intracellular delivery, trafficking,
and photorelease. For imaging purposes, HeLa cells were
seeded in 1.0 borosilicate coverglass Lab-Tek 8-well chambered
slides (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Rochester, NY). Final cell media
volume in each chamber well was 400 μL. Cells were allowed to
incubate for 24 h in DMEMþFBS media at 37 �C prior to SNP-
oligo conjugate treatment. 5 μL of 1� naked SNPs and 5 μL of
concentrated 5� SNP-oligo conjugates (≈1�2 μg oligo) were
added directly to culture eight wells. Treated cells were incu-
bated at 37 �C in a CO2 incubator for 16 h following addition
prior to live confocal imaging. For subcellular localization of
SNPs vs lysosomes, treated cells were stained with LysoTracker
(Invitrogen Corporation, Carlsbad, CA) for 1 h at 50 nm staining
concentration. For photorelease profile studies, cells were
flashed for 3 min at 365 nm (18 J/cm2) 2 h prior to imaging
(16 h post SNP-TYE-NPE(1n)-oligo conjugate delivery). All sam-
ples were resuspended in Opti-MEM prior to imaging. The Leica
TCS SP2 spectral confocal and multiphoton system used con-
sists of a Leica DM IRE2 inverted microscope with a galvo-Z
stage, equipped with Ar/Kr, He/Ne green, and He/Ne red lasers.
Of the provided laser lines, excitation lasers at 488, 543, and
633 nm were used in imaging experiments, concurrently with
tuned emission wavelength windows. Reflectance mode images
of SNPs were acquired by epi-illumination, centering the emission
wavelength directly on the 488 nm excitation line, collecting
483�493 nm wavelengths. This method produced a pronounced
signal that coincided with the dark areas seen using brightfield
microscopy. Images were analyzed using Leica Confocal Software
(LCS) Lite (Leica Microsystems Heidelberg GmbH).

Antisense Activity of SNP-Oligo Conjugates. Antisense activity of
SNP-oligo conjugates against plasma membrane surface pro-
tein ICAM1 in HeLa cells was monitored via confocal micro-
scopy. HeLa cells were seeded as described above. ICAM1
antisense oligonucleotide transfection, in the presence of ser-
um, was carried out 16 h prior to experimental analysis, via
TurboFect cationic polymer for control phosphodiester TYE-
labeled oligonucleotide delivery, and via the SNP platform for
photoactivated oligonucleotide delivery. TurboFect-oligonu-
cleotide polyplex samples were prepared by mixing 1.5 μg of
TYE-NPE(1n)-oligonucleotide or a phosphorothioate ISIS2302
oligonucleotidewith 0.8 μL of TurboFect stock reagent in 100 μL
OM for 15 min at room temperature and then added directly to
DMEMþFBS in culture 8-wells in a 1:5 volumetric ratio. SNP-TYE-
NPE(1n)-oligo conjugates were added to culture wells as de-
scribed previously. ICAM1was upregulated in HeLa cell samples
with recombinanthuman interferon-γ (INF-γ, 16.9KDa, eBioscience,
San Diego CA) by adding 10 μg/mL to culture wells 12 h prior to
antihuman CD54-APC (Allophycocyanin) conjugated antibody
staining (Mouse monoclonal to ICAM1, AbCam, Cambridge, MA)
and confocal imaging. Photorelease of antisense ISIS2302 from
SNP-TYE-NPE(1n)-oligo conjugate surfaces was effected by flashing

at 365 nm 6 h post-INF-γ treatment and 6 h preimaging. Flashing
doseswere as follows: 15 J/cm2 (low flash) and25 J/cm2 (high flash).
Cells were rinsedwith and stained in Opti-MEMwith 2%BSA for 1 h
with 10 μL CD54-APC antibody stock and finally resuspended in
Opti-MEMfor imaging.Confocal images (512� 512pixels, 8bitgray
scale) were takenwith a 40� oil-immersion objective, with exciting
laser lines set at 488/543/633 nm simultaneously. Anti-CD54-APC
fluorescence (excitation/emission 633 nm/690 nm,) was acquired
with detector gains set at a constant 700 V to minimize autofluor-
escence and SNP scattering interference. Image statistics of cell
circumference line scans were collected using quantification tools
in Leica Confocal Software (LCS) Lite. Statistics collected for circum-
ference line scans represent mean ( s.d. of APC fluorescence
intensity along the entire length of a poly line ROI. Student's t test
(two-sample assuming unequal sample sizes, unequal variances)
was employed to determine ICAM1 expression changes, with
P (one-tail) e 0.01 considered to be significant. At least three cells
(n>3) in each representative image for treatment cases (untreated,
SNP-oligo treated, SNP-oligo treated with photoexposures, and
antisense control oligo-treated) were subjected to circumference
line scan quantification.
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